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AWS WELL-ARCHITECTED
REVIEW
The AWS Well-Architected
Framework stops guesswork
around your compliance, security,
performance and capacity needs.
Its automation makes architectural
experimentation easier which allows
for evolutionary architectures, new
data and compute models data and
lets you improve through simulation
days.

The Foundations of the Framework

By applying the AWS WellArchitected Framework general
design principles, you will:

Reliability

Operational Excellence
Run and monitor systems to deliver business value and to
continually improve supporting processes and procedures.

Security
Protect information, systems, and assets while delivering
business value through risk assessments and mitigation
strategies.

Recover from infrastructure or service disruptions, dynamically
acquire computing resources to meet demand and mitigate
disruptions such as misconfigurations or transient network
issues.

•

Optimise your workloads

•

Mitigate risks

Performance Efficiency

•

Accelerate decision-making and
its processes

Use computing resources efficiently to meet system
requirements and to maintain that efficiency as demand
changes and technologies evolve.

•

Firm up security and compliance

Cost Optimisation
Run systems to deliver business value at the lowest price point.
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How It Works

Deliverables

Here are the four phases of the AWS Well-Architecture
Framework Service package.

1. Preparation and Kick-off
Prior to the Well-Architected Review, we will spend time to
scope the discovery and meet key stakeholders.

2. Architecture Deep Dive & Review
The deep dive is a workshop where an expert solution
architect gathers information around the business,
operations, the applications and identified workloads. This
helps us to understand your business objectives, the IT
context of it and perform the AWS Well-Architected Review
against the foundations of the framework.

3. Review of Findings
Upon completion of the Well-Architected Review, it will
deliver a detailed report and present the findings. The
findings will cover:
•

Current state of your architecture (include AWS WellArchitected Review Scorecard)

•

Recommendations for remediation in the form of an
action plan.

Preparation and kick-off of
the AWS Well-Architected
Framework Service

Guided AWS Well-Architected
Framework questionnaire by a
technical expert

1-day technical workshop

4. Remediation
In this phase the critical issues and dependencies found
during the discovery will be remediated, as well as the
needed optimisations implemented.
AWS Well-Architected
Framework report including
review scorecard

Why Choose Trustmarque for Public
Cloud Solutions?
We simplify and remove the risk from your Public Cloud
migration and adoption to deliver success for your organisation.
Our highly accredited team has a wealth and depth of
experience in successfully procuring, building, deploying and
managing Public Cloud solutions for many customers in both
the public and private sectors.
With a 30-year strong relationship with Microsoft, including a
wide range of Gold accreditations, and our recent investment in
AWS, we are perfectly placed to help our customers with their
cloud workloads across all cloud environments.
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Recommendation analysis and
action plan

Remediation actions detailed
report
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